In this paper a theorem on the absolute summability of an integral associated with the allied integral of a Fourier integral by a functional Nörlund method has been established. Our theorem generalises an earlier result due to Boïcun on the absolute Nörlund summability of the allied integral.
P(y)=j\(t)dt,
and "W-ïh íyp(y-u)f(u)du, P(y) Jo then the integral j"£° f(u) du is said to be absolutely (A'', p(y)) summable or summable \N,p(y)\ if JT \o'(y)\ dy<Cl Withp(t)=cut"-1 (a>0) the method of summability \N,p(y)\ is the same as the well-known Cesàro's method |C, <x|.
2. Let/(r) e L(-oo, oo). The allied integral of a Fourier integral of the function/(i) is defined [3] (2.1)
-["du f " /(í)sin(í -x)u dt.
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The absolute Nörlund summability of Fourier series and its allied series has been studied by several workers. The corresponding problem of absolute summability of trigonometric integrals by the functional Nörlund S. N. LAL [January methods up to the present has not been studied to the same degree. In fact a recent paper of Boïcun [1] seems to be the only one which takes up the problem in a special direction and proves the following Theorem A. If In this paper we generalise the above theorem in the form of the following Theorem. Let s(t) be a positive, differentiable, monotonie nondecreasing function such that e(t)/t monotonically decreases as t increases to oo. Let f(t), tending to a limit ast-*cc, be a function of bounded variation in every finite interval (0, a) (a>0) such A consequence of the above theorem is that Theorems A and B hold without condition (2.4). 3 . We need the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem. Proof.
Since P(u)¡u is monotonie decreasing we have Jv U2 Jv uP (u) and this completes the proof of the lemma. 
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